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Comments Do not build this horrendous structure in this area. We have enough buildings being built in this area
as it is. The current traffic infrastructure is insufficient, there are already too many vehicles/HGV's
rumbling up and down Rollaston Park, at high speed, causing my whole property to vibrate! Many dog
walkers/children in this area crossing this road on a regular basis, having to do so contending with
parked vehicles blocking their view, and the blind bend to the left of Sproule Close. I put my life in
danger daily pulling out of Sproule Close onto Rollaston Park, with no view to the speeding HGV's
coming in both directions causing danger. On market days, double the amount of parked vehicles all
the way along Rollaston Park, and is an accident waiting to happen. WE DON'T NEED ANYMORE HGV'S
IN THIS AREA!! Burndell Road at the end of Rollaston Park is yet another DANGER ZONE! School
children cross that road daily for the school bus. Speed controls need to be set up there NOW. We
already have enough dust/pollution and bad smells in the area. Why are we needing to incinerate
waste in this day and age? Doesn't make sense as far as carbon emissions go? The current traffic noise
in Rollaston Park is already so bad, I cannot open my front windows if I want to hear the TV, especially
when HGV's are shooting past. I moved to this area as it is semi-rural, and thought would be quieter
than living in a town, and enjoy the wildlife in this area with a view of fields etc, but they are going to
be covered in houses soon, and have no idea how the roads will cope with all those extra cars too. On
market days the traffic queues all the way back to Ford station as it is, without extra HGV's and traffic
created from this awful intended building, which in itself causes more pollution. I am dreading any
noise/vibrations which will come from this building, disturbing sleep, and having an impact on people's
mental health. People living in and visiting Arundel, especially visiting the castle, will be able to look
across the fields and see this huge, ugly eyesore, wrecking the beauty of the current landscape. Birds
and wildlife will suffer, and their habitats will be destroyed forever. Why can't they build this away from
peoples homes, so it doesn't effect anybody, better still, build it out at sea, by Rampion windfarm or
further, and transport the waste via boat? Just keep this monstrosity away from peoples homes, We
don't want the emissions, the noise, the extra traffic , the dust, the pollution, the effect on the
landscape, the impact on nature, but most of all the disturbance and the effect on local people's health
and wellbeing. DO NOT RUIN THIS AREA - BUILD IT SOMEWHERE ELSE, SO THAT NO HUMAN OR
ANIMAL HAS TO SUFFER. I STRONGLY OBJECT, YET AGAIN, TO THE BUILDING OF THIS HORRENDOUS
STRUCTURE!!!
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